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MilK milk Japon | report "Tokyo playtime" award three prizes announced next spring!
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Tokyo "Play Time" Joint exhibition with a focus on Baby & Kids, was held at Shibuya, Tokyo at the
end of August. Also participated in a media partnership that connects Japon milk. In addition to

2012.09.12
award awarded to exhibitors, and held public shooting next issue (No. sale November 20), a
special photo session that targets the general reader.
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Tokyo "Play Time" joint international exhibition related to the goods Junior, Maternity, interior and from
the child, was held at Shibuya, Tokyo at the end of August. Various brands gathered Asia, especially in
Japan, Europe, Oceania, from the West Coast of the United States, such as. The venue was decorated
with colorful pop seem spring and summer exhibition, was attended by many bustling children. Following
the last time, participate in the "Tokyo playtime" as well milk Japon. In addition to award awarded to

Art & Culture
A collection of pre‒sale wood
work we began chatting!

exhibitors, and held public shooting next issue (No. sale November 20), a special photo session that
targets the general reader.
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Art & Culture
Begins "summer home" The
National Museum of Modern

From among the many brands exhibited at Japon milk, the label carefully selected gems from the
perspective of three fashion, interior, and Brand New. Each receive a shield original rosette LE PRIX
MODE (award mode), LE PRIX DECO (Deco Award), LE PRIX COUP DE CŒUR as (Horace award glance),

Art of Studio Mumbai arbor
topic
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Fashion
Limited shop <Junior

made with <WHYTROPHY>. Three brands that are Nomineto is <THAT'S NOT FAIR> <smiling planet>
<NIXIE CLOTHING>. Those who do not know yet, try to check out!

Gaultier> appeared in Isetan
2012.09.05
Shinjuku

Fashion
Nostalgia for <Waffu Irish

LE PRIX MODE (award mode)

THAT'S NOT FAIR brand from the UK that was listed in the name of

waffle>
2012.08.27

the child's idiom of "unfairness" "cunning". Line‒up full of British‒ness and tailored trench coats and
Interior & Design

jackets are aligned. They said, clothes for children, or if you practice for a table to see what is really like
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their clothes from the vortex of information. Without being bound by the common sense of the existing

"Exhibition Kororo of the
trough"

children's clothing, the challenge to the creation of Innovative clothing.
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EMIKO
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Playtime seen in the Paris ...

Maki Kakimoto

2012.09.13

If I say NZ, sheep, nature, sailing,
rugby, sea, Manuka Honey & hell ...

Ami Suma

2012.09.13

Seemed to grow rich Dondoko
expression is also thought my
daughter in the summer as well. ...

<Contact>
THAT'S NOT FAIR Thatsnotfairlondon.Com

LE PRIX DECO (award Deco)

smiling Planet design house based in Los Angeles in the United States.

Character design and cute like a fairy tale story, Sato is a fusion of modern features. Well as apparel,
such as tableware and interior goods, expand the wide range of items. As indicated by the name of the
brand, one of the major characteristics of aggressive interest to the global environment. High points that
you are using eco‒friendly materials in all products.

<Contact>
Puchifirozofu Www.Petit‒Philosophe.Com tel :0467‒33‒4167
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